Campaign
Issues
RESULTS FROM GENFORWARD -- A NATIONALLY REPRESENTATIVE SURVEY OF YOUNG PEOPLE
AGE 18-30 TAKEN OCTOBER 1-14 BY THE BLACK YOUTH PROJECT WITH THE AP-NORC CENTER…

Across races and ethnicities, 8 in 10 young people say
they are less likely to vote for Donald Trump because of
accusations about how he treats women such as referring
to a former Miss Universe as “Miss Piggy”
● Even among Trump supporters, more than 4 in 10 in each
racial and ethnic group say they are less likely to vote for
him due to comments like “Miss Piggy”
● During the time of the survey, an Access Hollywood video
containing remarks by Trump describing his treatment of
women received a great deal of attention, but there was little
difference in attitudes toward Trump among young people
who took the survey before and after the release of the tape
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The impact of Trump’s comments about Alicia Machado
depend on who young people support for President
% who say less likely to vote for Trump …
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Young people of all races and ethnicities are more likely
to favor Clinton over Trump when it comes to handling
race relations
● Majorities of Asian Americans (69 percent), African
Americans (66 percent), Latino/as (59 percent) and whites
(57 percent) say Clinton would better handle race relations



Young people of color tend to favor Clinton over Trump to
help people like them get ahead, while young whites don’t
have a clear belief about who will best help them
● When it comes to who can help people like them get ahead,
young African Americans (59 percent), Latino/as (52
percent), and Asian Americans (49 percent) are most likely
to say Clinton
● Thirty-two percent of whites say Clinton can best help them
get ahead, 28 percent say Trump, and 31 percent say neither



Many whites believe neither Clinton nor Trump will help
people like them get ahead
% who say would better help people like them get ahead …
Percent of adults 18-30

Majorities of young adults in all racial and ethnic groups
say Hillary Clinton’s description of Donald Trump’s
supporters as “deplorable” is mostly accurate
● Eighty-two percent of African Americans, 75 percent of
Latino/as, 73 percent of Asian Americans, and 51 percent of
whites say Clinton’s statement about Trump supporters is
mostly accurate
● Less than half of whites (41 percent), Asian Americans (31
percent), Latino/as (20 percent), or African Americans (12
percent) think Clinton’s comment will hurt her campaign
● Young adults reactions to the campaign controversy depend
on who they favor for President as Clinton supporters are
more likely than Trump supporters to say both her
comment is accurate and it will not hurt her campaign
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Question: Regardless of which presidential candidate you support,
please select if Hilary Clinton or Donald Trump would better handle
each of the following issues… [Helping people like you get ahead]
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Question wordings available at GenForwardSurvey.com

●
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The issues young people believe are the most important
problems facing the country vary by race and ethnicity
African Americans are most likely to cite racism (43
percent), police brutality (35 percent), and education (27
percent)
Latino/as are most likely to say immigration (29 percent),
terrorism and homeland security (28 percent), and racism
(27 percent)
Asian Americans are most likely to cite education (31
percent), racism (27 percent), and gun control (22 percent)
Whites are most likely to say terrorism and homeland
security (26 percent), education (25 percent), and either the
national debt, the environment, or health care (24 percent)

Data come from GenForward, a survey of the Black Youth Project at the University of Chicago with The AP-NORC Center, with a nationally representative sample of 1,832 adults 18-30
years old. Interviews were completed online and using landlines and cellphones from October 1-14, 2016. Results have a margin of sampling error of +/- 3.8 percentage points. A full
report by the Black Youth Project is available at www.GenForwardSurvey.com. The proper description of the survey’s authorship is as follows: GenForward is a survey of the Black
Youth Project at the University of Chicago with The Associated Press-NORC Center for Public Affairs Research.
October 2016

